PHOTO ESSAY
Remembering the Struggle for the Environment: Hamilton’s
Lax Lands/Bayfront Park, 1950s-2008
Nancy B. Bouchier & Ken Cruikshank.

Historians of the environment often face the challenge of documenting natural or
built features that may not be known to their readers, or, as importantly, that existed in forms radically different from their present form. Even those most familiar
with a contemporary landscape may not recognize it in its historical form. The
past really can be another country. Although environmental historians continue to
rely on written observations, they cannot help but be attracted to visual images,
particularly photographs and films. Why? Like social historians, environmental
historians use photographs for the same reason and in the same ways that they use
objects or oral interviews, as sources of information that have not been captured
by another surviving document. Visual images are simply one source among
many, although critics suggest that many historians are even more naive than usual
about the ‘objectivity’ question, especially when it comes to photographs. “We rely
on them,” Joan Schwartz notes, “as surrogates for firsthand seeing, to extend the
powers of human observation across space and across time.”1
Critics are not kind to this common use of photographs. Art historian
John Tagg saves his harshest words for “‘social’ or even ‘socialist’...histories...that
have seized on every picture of a factory or worker, every picture of or by a member of the working class, and have imagined them to constitute evidence of a ‘hidden’ history... What such accounts entirely erase is the multiplicity of social sites
and social practices in which the representations they appropriate were produced
and seen as meaningful.”2 Schwartz is somewhat gentler, but nevertheless calls
upon historians to be “more imaginative about the questions we pose,” and
encourages us to think about intention, meanings for different viewers at the time
and later, and “what cannot be seen in a photograph.” In their own work, Tagg
and Schwartz are particularly adept at thinking about how photographs “participate in the processes by which... the world has been shaped and reshaped.”3
A photographic essay itself participates in these processes. For this very
reason, we are quite willing to be more imaginative in the questions we pose, but
we are not ready to abandon the notion that historical photographs extend the
powers of human observation across time, or may constitute evidence of histories
that would otherwise be hidden. We select, reproduce and order these photographs of Hamilton’s Lax Lands/Bayfront Park into an essay quite deliberately to
circulate and give meaning to images, some of which otherwise would remain
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stored away in filing cabinets or cardboard boxes. If these photographs constituted an argument when they were first produced, they are reproduced in this essay
also to constitute an argument. We have selected them because of the work that
they did in the past as a part of a debate about a place in a particular time. They
also have been selected, we admit, because they represent one of the best ways to
document the history of a place. We reproduce these images because, as in many
places, the controversy over and struggle to create a place—in this case a waterfront park on infilled land in an industrial city—is hidden. We believe it is important for environmental historians to tell stories that show that important features
of our urban landscapes—whether valued or not—were not, and therefore are
not, inevitable. These photographs help convey one such story.
In this photographic essay we seek to remember the struggle that led to
the creation of a public waterfront park along the southwestern shoreline of
Hamilton Harbour. As historians, we see the controversy that led to the creation
of this park as a key turning point in what one observer in the early 1970s called
“the battle to unchain Hamilton Bay” from a post-World War II trajectory of
industrial and commercial development.4 The Hamilton Lax Lands controversy is
an important part of the history of environmental activism and waterfront development since the 1960s, which parallels wider developments in the history of
North American waterfronts and environmental activism.
I. The Hamilton Harbour Commission at Work
By 1957, the date of our first image, much of Hamilton Ontario’s waterfront had
been constructed, and continued to be under construction, in order to facilitate
industrial and port development. We designed Figure 1, based on historical maps,
to show how human intervention altered the original shoreline of Hamilton
Harbour (a.k.a. Burlington Bay). In the 1850s, the Great Western Railway dumped
material into the southwestern bay as they excavated and levelled the existing
shoreline property, creating some 50 acres of land. In the final decades of the
nineteenth century, Hamilton’s municipal government began filling in the southeastern shore and inlets of the bay as a convenient way of dealing with nuisance
lawsuits brought against the city by owners of waterfront property damaged by
effluent flowing from city sewer pipes.5 This also increased the amount of land
available for industrial development in the area located between the bay and the
Niagara Escarpment (a.k.a. ‘Hamilton Mountain’). Created in 1912, Hamilton’s
Harbour Commission provided the city with an agency with the entrepreneurial
energy and financial resources for getting the job of port and industrial development done.6 Like Toronto’s Harbour Commission, the Hamilton Harbour
Commission became heavily involved with land development, using fill from public works projects to increase waterfront land.7 While the changes to Hamilton’s
waterfront land occurred incrementally over many years—an inlet filled in here, a
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Figure 1. Turning Water into Land, 1909-1996

Based upon: Canada. Department of Militia and Defense. Topographic Map. Ontario Hamilton Sheet.
1:63,360 (Geographical Section, General Staff, No 2197, Sheet No. 33, 1909); Canada. Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources. Canada Centre for Mapping. Hamilton Burlington Ontario. 1:50,000 (Canada. Sheet
30 M/5 Ed.9, 1996). Outline created by McMaster University Library Lloyd Reeds Map Collection, using
ArcView 3.2, as a subset of the original dataset with csdtype = IRI (18 June 2001).

Figure 2. Wasted Water Lots in the West Harbour, 1957

Courtesy of Hamilton Port Authority, photographer unknown.
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revetment wall hardening up the shoreline there—the pace of harbour infilling
quickened through the twentieth century. By the 1970s, an estimated 30 percent
of the water surface was “reclaimed” as land.
Without this context, and without our caption “Wasted Water Lots on
the West Harbour”, Figure 2 might represent a puzzling, oddly-composed photograph. Water—calm and featureless—dominates the image. Making sense of this
photograph requires a contextual knowledge of sponsor, time, and place. This is
wasted waterfront space. This is real estate for sale. The Harbour Commission’s
aerial photograph emphasizes the water as potential industrial and commercial site
—the amount of space it represented and the location’s advantages can be measured by the freight trains and rail yards to the right, and the rails that stretch
through the city to the horizon. What few other details are visible tend to reinforce the value associated with the rail yards—a large factory appears to confirm
the nature of the district yet small docks suggest an area whose potential has yet
to be captured. About the only things missing from this photograph are the dotted lines drawn in with magic marker by some unknown planner that are found on
some other Harbour Commission photos, lines outlining the water lots that could
be purchased, filled in, and used for industrial or port facilities.8
The photograph was taken in 1957, just as the new St Lawrence Seaway
was being completed, promising Hamilton ready access to ocean freighters and
shipping networks across the Atlantic Ocean. The place recorded is the southwestern shore of the harbour, an area that, although the site of the city’s original
rail yards and factories, had been neglected by industrialists and the Harbour
Commission in favour of areas to the east, closer to Lake Ontario. By 1957, photographs such as this one indicated that the Harbour Commission had begun to
include the west harbour in its search to maximize future port traffic.9 One of its
plans and maps envisioned this area reclaimed as land, with a bridge joining the
north and south shores, creating a way to efficiently carry goods-laden trucks from
western Hamilton to Toronto. Such a bridge was no more ambitious nor fanciful
than the nearly-completed Burlington Skyway Bridge that dominated the eastern
end of the harbour.10
The Harbour Commission’s marketing of the west harbourfront water
lots attracted a buyer. In 1959, a local and successful scrap metal firm, the Lax
Brothers, acquired rights to some of the water lots and then gradually acquired
adjacent shore lands. By the mid-1960s, the firm had enough property to begin
planning for a 40 to 50 acre industrial park, much of it to be created by dumping
fill into the relatively shallow water lots.11 Figure 3, also from the Harbour
Commission, represents one of many shots that documented this process of land
reclamation. Photographs such as this monitored and celebrated improvements
made to the harbour. This 1973 photograph is more tightly focused than the one
from 1957. It emphasizes the work that is being done, and what could be done
with the remaining unsold water lots. It also emphasizes the rail yards and facto-
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Figure 3. Making Water Lots Productive

November 1973 (5539-5). Courtesy of Hamilton Port Authority, Photographer: Phil Aggus and Son Ltd. Hamilton.

ries in the area, but the angle has changed since the factory that appeared in the
1957 background had closed and had been replaced by housing in the 1960s.
Interestingly, this Harbour Commission photograph focuses on industry and
transportation, even though in the 1960s the Lax Brothers abandoned their industrial plans and proposed designs first for Bal Harbour and later Bayshore Village,
both grand complexes to house some 15,000 people.12 The plans for these communities boasted accompanying green space and private marinas on reclaimed
land.
Reclamation was nothing new in the 1970s when the photograph shown
in Figure 4 was taken, but this photograph celebrates the new technologies that
made intensified filling possible. This Harbour Commission photo is unusually
intimate; it captures a truck stuck on the thin projection of dumped fill and a bulldozer which is perhaps coming to its aid. It captures both the challenge and
achievement of large infilling projects, and it is framed in such a way as to suggest
that what is seen is just a momentary setback in port development—something
easily fixed. The background of the photo delivers a powerful message of
progress that is about the success of Hamilton’s industrial waterfront. The viewer’s gaze is drawn past the isolated vehicles, across the water to the steel mills,
where smokestacks, cranes, and a Canada Steamships Line carrier show that business is flourishing. This busy port was built out of nothing—upon land reclaimed
from the bay’s eastern inlets, just as the infilling in the foreground would in time
provide space for more docks, wharves and warehouses. Although perhaps diffi-
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Figure 4. Celebrating Technology

Infilling Pier 12-3 stage 1a, 1978. Courtesy of Hamilton Port Authority, Photographer unknown.

cult to see in some reproductions, the photograph also captures the Burlington
Skyway bridge portion of the Queen Elizabeth Way, passing over the strip of land
known as the beach strip, which separated the bay from Lake Ontario.
For historians, Figures 3 and 4 have added layers of meaning. By 1978,
when photograph 4 was taken, the official plans for the harbour had stalled, mired
in controversy. By then, infilling and other harbour improvements had been
extremely restricted for nearly eight years.13 Figure 3 can be read as a symbol of
resistance to the Commission’s environmental imaginary, for in it the infilling had
ceased. By 1978, only a few older projects, including the one pictured in Figure 4,
were restarting. As one federal government official explained to his political master, “Without going into any details...suffice it to say that overwhelming constraints
of an environmental, urban land use and jurisdictional nature have effectively prevented any but the most elementary housekeeping works to be entertained.”14
Those “constraints” are the subject of our next photographs.
II. Activists at Work
In their introduction to Locating Memory: Photographic Acts, Annette Kuhn and
Kirsten Emiko McAllister note the proliferation of photographic images of people and places from other times, and the “...potential for radical politics with, for
example, tactics for recognizing the fragmented, contradictory stories and the
excluded voices amidst the plenitude; stories and voices that demand that we
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Figure 5. Ti Estin—Moving Earth: A Critical View

From Ti Estin [McMaster University Silhouette supplement] 28 November 1969, 29. Courtesy of
McMaster University Silhouette, photographer unknown.
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acknowledge multiple ways of seeing.”15 In Figure 5, we see the Lax Lands from
an alternative perspective, one that was intended to mobilize resistance to the project. This pair of photographs appeared in a special 1969 supplement of McMaster
University’s student newspaper, the Silhouette. Student activists revised and republished the supplement, Ti Estin, for wider distribution in June 1970, “to serve as an
illustrated handbook through which people can learn the fundamentals of pollution, ecology, and conservation; that is, to help people become reasonably wellinformed on environmental questions.”16 Articles such as, “Who will save the
Great Lakes?”, “Fighting Pollution: No Soap”, and “Pollution as a Road to
Nowhere”, exposed the problem of pollution as student radicals saw it. Photo
essays like “The Photogenesis of Filth” captured images of ecological damage and
impending disaster in Hamilton’s urban landscape. One contributor to Ti Estin
recalled: “Instead of seeing the industrial complex on the bay as our bread and
butter, we were flipping the coin.”17
When compared to Figure 3, the image of the Lax Lands in Figure 5
indeed flips the coin. In the activist photograph, we are looking west rather than
east, a change that places the Cootes Paradise bird sanctuary and the protected
Niagara Escarpment, rather than the industrial urban landscape, on the horizon.
The ground-level perspective contrasts with the Harbour Commission’s birds-eye
(and quite expensive) aerial photography, and Figure 6. Citizens Speak Out: Clear
brings the boathouses and shoreline shacks Hamilton of Pollution [CHOP]
into the foreground. The harbour becomes a
bay, a place where people obviously live, work,
and play. Where would they go if not here?18
The accompanying photograph literally
grounds the infilling, showing that the dirt did
not just appear, it was moved. Members of
the community would have recognized that
this was a construction site along the escarpment, where green space was giving way to the
automobile. The photographs underline the
Courtesy of Nancy Bouchier, photographer, 2007.
efforts of environmental activists to insist on
the connections between issues. Student activists declared an Autoban Day—a
car-free day—in March 1970, to raise awareness about society’s dependence on
automobiles and to sensitize people to their impact on the environment.19
Many of those student activists would have been participating in Clear
Hamilton of Pollution (CHOP). The organization’s button (Figure 6) conveys its
concerns, with its graphic presentation of a smokestack belching pollutants into
the air and a drainpipe dumping effluent into the water. In the spring of 1969, 25
concerned Hamiltonians banded together to form CHOP, a citizen action group,
to increase public awareness about pollution, to act as a pressure group for political action, and to sue environmental offenders.20 Informed by the work of com-
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munity activist thinkers like Ralph Nader and Saul Alinsky, and linked to similar
organizations in Toronto and Guelph, CHOP members aimed to put the environment front and centre in the public eye and turn it into one of the major issues
facing all levels of government.21 As we know from the work of historians
Jennifer Read, Adam Rome, and others, CHOP reflected the new social movements that sprang up around North America around this time, movements that
posed serious questions about the meaning of progress.22 In cities around North
America, activists challenged the use of phosphates and DDT, the construction of
urban expressways, and the redevelopment of neighbourhoods in the name of
urban renewal, linking those challenges to questions of power. “Environmental
groups such as ours”, opined CHOP’s president in an early newsletter, “have a
very important role to play in combating public apathy and promoting the idea that
it is ‘people’ who ultimately determine what is best for them - not some ‘big brother’ in Hamilton City Hall, Queen’s Park, or Parliament Hill.”23 He drew on the
rhetoric surrounding Canada’s newly-elected and charismatic Prime Minister,
Pierre Elliott Trudeau, to define the organization: “Participatory Democracy, that
fine sounding phrase, can only become a reality if our representatives listen to
what we have to say. Organizations, such as CHOP, can play a role in articulating
the feelings of our fellow citizens.”24
As Figure 5 illustrates, the Lax Lands became a lightning rod for this
environmental and citizen activism. The watchdog group Save Our Bay (SOB),
which grew out of a meeting organized by a local community association, quickly
allied itself with CHOP and other environmental groups in the city.25 “Although
the Save Our Bay Committee has lined up the Lax island development as its number one target”, noted one reporter, “its ‘enemy’ on the wider scale is the Hamilton
Harbour Commission.”26 SOB had many reasons to oppose the Lax development:
“some [members] were tired of the noise, some were against the value of their
homes being lowered, others were fighting against the destruction of their community.”27 In framing the infilling as a question of environment and democracy,
and by attributing the policy of infilling to the unelected harbour commissioners,
CHOP and SOB eventually gained the support of the local newspaper editors, the
conservation authority and city councillors. As the editor of the Hamilton Spectator
put it, “...if the harbor commission can sell off pieces of the bay for land-fill,
what’s to prevent the whole bay from being filled in, except for a few shipping
channels?”28
Whatever political and ideological resources the Harbour Commission
had to reassert its vision of harbour development, and they were considerable,
evaporated when the RCMP began investigating the agency for kickbacks over
dredging contracts.29 The agency faced “overwhelming constraints,” and although
the scandal was not about the Lax firm, their project – as well as others – ground
to a halt.30 By listening to community members and by conveying their messages
through written, oral and visual messages delivered in letter-writing campaigns,
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Figure 7. Cees Van Gemerden: the Lax Lands

From ‘Trespassing - More Power Anyone?’
Gemerden, photographer.

Exhibit (1992). Photograph #1.

Courtesy of Cees Van

protests, events, community meetings, and public lectures, student and citizen
activists effectively brought Hamilton’s environmental problem to the attention of
a wider public.31 And what happened to the Lax Lands? For an answer, we can
turn to the photographic vision of a late-twentieth-century artist activist.
III. An Artist At Work
No development took place on the Lax Lands for over a dozen years; port and city
officials simply abandoned it while they determined its fate. But neither nature nor
local residents abandoned this newly created land. Through his photographic
exhibits, Hamilton artist and activist Cees Van Gemerden intended to show that
this blighted area on Hamilton’s waterfront had a vibrant life of its own.32 We have
selected four images from his Trespassing—More Power Anyone? (1992) photographic exhibit.33 As with his earlier successful, No Trespassing (1989-90) exhibit (which
traces the line of fencing that kept people from the bay’s southern shore), this
work contains a compelling critique from the left, bringing environmental issues
to a wider public.34 As with all of the other photographers, Van Gemerden consciously framed his shots to convey his vision of the environment, but he also provides us with one of our few records of the area during a time of neglect by official authorities. His camera presents and reveals a hidden world at the Lax Lands,
in his words: “a lush diverse landscape, a quiet wild place, a trail created by the
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Figure 8. Clean Fill?

From ‘Trespassing - More Power Anyone?’ Exhibit (1992). Photograph #27.
Gemerden, photographer.

Courtesy of Cees Van

Figure 9. Nature and Regeneration

From ‘Trespassing - More Power Anyone?’ Exhibit (1992). Photograph # 2.
Gemerden, photographer.

Courtesy of Cees Van
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Figure 10. Nature and Transgression

Courtesy of Cees Van Gemerden, photographer, 1985.

footsteps of curious children, lovers, young people looking for a private place and
solitary, homeless people in search of a place to sleep.”35
Despite one report in the Spectator that “there was no vegetation growing
on the site”, the photographs show abundant life, including a diverse array of
trees, plants, and shrubs springing up from the ground, unassisted by human
hands.36 Vegetation is featured in all of these photographs, even growing over the
“No Trespassing” signs in Figure 7 and amid the discarded battery cases in Figure
8. The batteries, the paths beyond the fence in Figure 9, and the woman enjoying
a quiet moment of solitude in Figure 10, all suggest that the signs made little difference to people either. Van Gemerden first took some of these photographs at
a time when the future of this place was still open, and asserted its significance as
a public green space, even in its abandoned condition. Nowhere is this clearer
than in Figure 10. As Margarite Shaffer recently suggested, nudity emerged in the
1960s “as a kind of personalized political performance,” which, among other
objectives, “offered a critique of modern alienated modern culture.”37 The photograph celebrates the beauty of nature and the cycles of life along the waterfront.
A strong and healthy woman stands tall and gazes out thoughtfully and defiantly
at the water. It is a season of change. She is not young, but she is also not old.
Her stance suggests that life still holds much potential. Empty tree branches blow
in the offshore breeze. The water ripples with the wind. Change is surely coming, but for now all is well with the world.
Change was indeed coming, and Van Gemerden was anxious not to let
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his viewers forget the history of this place. While the discarded batteries in Figure
8 could have been dumped at any time, they help convey in visual form what the
artist and the rest of the city knew about this place by the 1980s. The earth that
had been used to create this place was not clean fill, but highly toxic. In 1984, after
over a decade of debate and negotiation, Hamilton’s city council finally expropriated the acres of land filled in by the Lax Brothers. Following an idea forwarded
by SOB many years earlier, it decided to build a public waterfront recreational park
on the land.38 Before its construction could begin, some 20 000 tonnes of industrial waste and contaminated soil had to be first removed since the soil was found
to contain high levels of lead, cadmium, and other chemical toxins.39 According
to Ministry of Environment regulations, each truckload of toxic fill removed from
the Lax site had to be covered with a tarp to prevent materials from spilling, and
the tires of the truck had first to be hosed down before it was to leave the area.
III. Restorationists at Work
Restoration work almost inevitably erases certain features of a blighted area’s past.
When activists win battles and things change for the better, it is all too easy for
future generations to take the changes for granted and to forget the battles once
fought. Hamilton’s Bayfront Park is a case in point. It finally opened in 1993, as
a very consciously-crafted parkland, perhaps artificial in origin, but designed to be
a natural waterfront space. Planners worked to leave no traces of the park’s past
as a landfill dump. After the industrial waste and contaminated soil had been
removed from the site, they capped the area with clay, brought in ‘clean’ topsoil,
and used native plants for landscaping. Working with Remedial Action Plan (RAP)
biologists and in consultation with community groups like the Conserver Society
and the Bay Area Restoration Council, as well as with stakeholders from industries
like Stelco and Dofasco, park planners designed a fish, bird, and people-friendly
shoreline.40
Figure 11 provides one perspective of their work, a photograph taken for
the Hamilton Port Authority, successor to the Harbour Commission. Central to
this panoramic shot is the transformed Lax lands, the large, open and green park
that dominates this picture. Readers of this photographic essay will recognize the
original contours of the infilled promontory from the 1973 photograph. Still relying on aerial photography, the Port Authority captures the entire harbour in this
shot. Industry and transportation are well represented – the railway yards remain
and a Great Lakes ship is clearly visible in the harbour; the steel mills are somewhat harder to make out in the distance, and are less distinct than the homes of
the city. The photograph captures the contemporary Port Authority vision of balance, with public waterfront parks and residential neighbourhoods coexisting with
commercial and industrial use.
Figures 12-13 celebrate the expanding waterfront park as a public recre-
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Figure 11. Bayfront Park and the West Harbour, 1995.

Figure 12. The Waterfront Trail

Figure 13. A Place for Birds, Fish, and People

F i g u re 11 Courtesy of Hamilton Po rt Au t h o r i t y, P h o t ographer unknow n , 1 9 9 5 . F i g u res 12 and 13
f rom T h e P e o p l e a n d t h e B a y ( f i l m ) , 2 0 0 7 . D i rector and Photograp h e r, Z a ck Melnick , P i xel Dust
S t u d i o s. C o u rtesy of the L.R. Wilson Centre for Canadian Histor y, McMaster Unive rs i t y.
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ational space, and as a site of environmental restoration. The photographs
emphasize people and recreation along the shoreline. Figure 12 highlights
Hamilton’s Waterfront Trail. This carefully and consciously crafted area aims to
be in tune with natural processes, with its shoreline designed by biologists to
encourage the growth of self-sustaining fish and wildlife, and with native plants —
not just pretty flowers—lining its way. The trail aims to get Hamiltonians in touch
with nature, and to provide them with both visual and physical aesthetic experiences. It gives pedestrians, cyclists, and people in wheelchairs, on scooters, and on
inline skates an opportunity to travel along the water’s edge from Bayfront Park to
the nature sanctuary at Cootes Paradise in the Royal Botanical Gardens.41 Similarly,
Figure 13 depicts recreation and successful natural restoration of the shoreline:
swans and their goslings and ducks paddle near children exploring the shore. The
environmental planners aimed to accommodate a wide variety of social and recreational activities, seeing the educative value of these new natural spaces.42 They
hope that those who use the park and trails will become more aware of and concerned about their natural environment. These two images come from the final
moments of a documentary, The People and the Bay, that we recently scripted and
narrated. Like the Harbour Commission photograph, it ends on an upbeat note,
praising the attempts to balance natural processes, public recreational access and
industrial development.43
IV. Historical Memory at Work
We hope that the images in our documentary will be understood in context, that
we have managed to use other historical images to connect people from this pres-

Figure 14. No Trespassing Exhibit at Hamilton’s Aquafest

Courtesy of Cees Van Gemerden, photographer, 1996.
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Figure 15. Reality Check: Swimming at Bayfront Park Beach

Courtesy of Nancy Bouchier, photographer.

ent they value to a past they do not, and to make them realize that these changes
did not just happen—people made them happen. And yet we worry. How will the
struggle for the environment be memorialized? And, by whom? In Hamilton,
articles in the local press with titles, like “Waterfront park a tribute to those who
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Figure 16. An Environmental Heritage Plaque Anyone?

From ‘The Maple Tree versus Battery Cases.’ Trespassing - More Power Anyone? Exhibit (1992).
Photograph #28. Courtesy of Cees Van Gemerden, photographer.
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dared to follow a vision”, suggest that there is some awareness of the struggle
made and the victories won in the case of the bay.44 On the other hand, Hamilton’s
public works website erases historical actors from the process of creating Bayfront
Park, claiming: “What began as a project to remediate a large industrial landfill site
resulted in the transformation of this site into a versatile public green space.”45
Figure 14 depicts one of Cees Van Gemerden’s contributions to sustaining historical memory, through an exhibition of his photographs at one of several waterfront festivals organized to draw the public to the waterfront. Curious
people at Aquafest stop to examine the 78 photograph and text panels of his 1990
No Trespassing exhibit—a damning critique of the lack of public access to the
Hamilton Harbour shoreline, and an effort to remind people of the struggle for
the bay. The exhibit was all too temporary. More permanent images can be found
on historical plaques lining the city’s new Waterfront Trail. They highlight various
aspects of the harbour’s history—the city’s early railway yards, the ice-cutting
industry, the flora planted and fauna encouraged to repopulate in the area, the volunteer work of community members, and the Bay Area Restoration Council planting native trees and plants along the bay’s shore.46 They do not, however, memorialize the struggles of local activists in “the battle to unchain Hamilton Bay” from
development, or even their efforts to get access for ordinary citizens along the
water’s edge.
And we worry that images like those at the end of our documentary
could leave viewers complacent about the present. We wish that we had included
images like Figure 15 at its close. For as lovely as the Bayfront Park is as depicted
in these photographs, there are concerns. Those children on the shoreline still
need to stay out of the water. Swimming is not at all advisable for any living thing,
apparently not even fish. Warnings about pollution, blue-green algae, and the lack
of supervision deter people from getting into the water. They are instructed to
keep animals from swimming or wading in the water. “Do not eat the fish”, they
are told. We need images that convey the message: there is work to be done.
We conclude this photographic essay with one last image. Too bad that
the scene captured by Cees van Gemerden’s “The Maple Tree versus Battery Cases”
could not have been preserved in Bayfront Park as a historical site, as he had once
hoped. It would have stood as testimony to the fragility and resilience of nature,
to the damage and neglect of industrial society, to the work that has been done,
and the work that still needs to be done. Too bad it is just a photograph.
NOTES
The authors wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful suggestions for revisions to the paper
and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada for their financial support of this
research. We are grateful to the Hamilton Port Authority, the L.R. Wilson Centre for Canadian History,
and especially Cees Van Gemerden,for their willingness to share their photographs with us.
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